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hello

Need a cute piece of wall art for your space/science loving
kiddo? You have come to the right place. After bingewatching all of the Star Wars movies with my family this past
fall, I set out to create something space-tastic, and thus, the
Rocket Ship Banner was born.
This pattern is for the graph and finishing details only.
Pattern assumes you know the basics of C2C crochet,
including increases, decreases, color changes, and carrying
colors. Before you begin, please familiarize yourself with
some of my favorite C2C tutorials by some incredibly
talented makers under the “Tutorials” section of my website.

gather your supplies
Yarn:

The majority of this project is made using Lily Sugar n’ Cream cotton yarn by Yarnspirations in a
variety of colors. For the background color, you will need 3 balls of your chosen color, all other
colors should use less than one ball – this is a great project for using up scraps in your stash!
A full list of yarns and colors used for my sample can be found on page 5.

Hook:

4.0 mm (US G)

Other:

Scissors, tapestry needle, wooden dowel or stick, (optional) bobbin system
(see more information about the bobbin system I used on page 2.)
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gauge & sizing

Gauge is not important for this project. Finished
size of my banner is approximately 24” wide x 32”
long. Each individual “pixel” of the design is
approximately 0.60” square. If you crochet with a
loose gauge, size down a full hook size to achieve
cleaner color changes, and a more sturdy fabric.
Your overall piece may be slightly smaller, but the
sturdy fabric is more important for hanging.

other fun ideas

With some added background, and a border,
your Rocket Ship Banner could become an
adorable baby blanket!!

bobbin system

The bobbin system pictured is made by Brooke
Byars of Knot In Texas Fiber Arts. I LOVE THIS
BOBBIN SYSTEM for working C2C projects, it makes
the process SO EASY. You can check out Brooke’s
etsy shop, and her amazing bobbin systems via
the link below:
www.etsy.com/shop/knotintexasfiberarts
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graph
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yarn details
Cotton yarn is my favorite to use for home décor pieces
because of the amazing stitch definition, and the texture
and sturdiness of the finished fabric. I used the following
yarns and colors for the sample shown in the
photographs.
Background – Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Indigo
Rocket ship Body - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Robins Egg
Rocket ship stripes - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Dazzle Blue
Rocketship fins - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Red
Rocket ship flame – Paintbox Cotton DK, Buttercup
Yellow & Blood Orange
Rocket ship window - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Ecru
Stars & Moon - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Ecru
Planet #1 - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Hot Pink
Planet #2 - Paintbox Cotton DK, Buttercup Yellow
Earth - Lily Sugar N’ Cream, Mod Green & Dazzle Blue
NOTE: Any DK weight yarn can be used in place of the
cotton. Just make sure your gauge is tight, so that the
fabric (once hung on the wall) won’t be too droopy.
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finishing details
1. Weave in all ends – be sure to give a good
tug to all ends where there is a color
change. This will ensure your color changes
are tight and clean.
2. I added a little surface stitching to one of
the planets with some bulky weight scraps
from my stash, to make it look like Saturn.
3. Depending on the weight of your finished
piece, you may want to adjust to a thicker
dowel to ensure no bending when your
piece is hung on the wall. Cut your dowel
leaving approximately 1” overhang on each
side of the banner.
4. Using leftover yarn in your background color,
stitch around the dowel and through the top
row of the banner. Leave a long tail on
each end to use as a hanging strap.
5. Tie the two long tails together
6. Hang & admire
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The End
** Please do not edit, reproduce, or sell this pattern.
You may sell items made from this pattern, a credit
back to my website or instagram feed is always
appreciated!

thank you

Thank you so much for your support of my patterns
and designs. If you make something from this
pattern, I’d love to see it! Message or tag me in the
following places:

www.stuffstephmakes.com

@steph.lewis

thestuffstephmakes@gmail.com
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